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From the Editor

Forthcoming Church Services

You will have noticed that, for the last year or so,
the two page diary has been replaced by one page
because the pandemic has restricted our activities.
So I have taken to writing an editorial, such as this
one, partly to take up the slack to retain the
familiar layout of the first few pages, and partly to
explain how the recent innovation of a theme for
the issue is playing out in that edition.
For me the usefulness of this page is a sign of how church life may be
approaching - dare I say? - normality. Like Noah in the ark, from time to
time I send out a metaphorical bird to see how the flood waters are
receding. This month the bird again returned; but was that a twig I saw in
its beak?
The theme of this issue is ‘Freedom or lack of it’. You will find three quite
different articles explicitly addressing this. You may notice other how
other pieces fit as well.
As there were far more contributions in words than in pictures this time,
there are no colour centre pages, for the first time in several months.
This being a double issue for June and July, the next one will be that for
August. Back in the day when we had seasons this would have been the
height of summer. It remains to be seen whether it will be the time of
family holidays it once was; we pray that Covid-19 will be sufficiently
contained for there to be opportunities for rest and renewal (not that
many - any -of usual readers have school-age children).
The word ‘holiday’ comes from ‘holy day’ because days of religious
observance were once the only breaks from paid work. Life has been
rather like that: we have needed to look for opportunities to do the things
that refresh us - planning has been uncertain - which has made them more
obviously a gift.
So the theme for the August issue will be: aspects of life that are a special
gift. As always, contributions in word or picture, on or beyond the theme,
will be welcome.
Peter Henderson

Cover picture: Part of ‘St Paul in Prison’ by Rembrandt.

Sundays at 10:30am at the United Reformed Church, Paul Street and on
Zoom - please ask if you need the invitation link to worship online
6 June

Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber
(includes The Lord’s Supper)

13 June

Morning worship led by the Revd Clare Callanan

20 June

Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber

27 June

Morning worship led by the Revd Viv Henderson

4 July

Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber
(includes The Lord’s Supper)

11 July

Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber
includes Church Meeting

18 July

Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber
including CHURCH MEETING

25 July

Morning worship led by Miss Sue Ingham

Weekly Activities
at the time of publication these are:
Tuesdays at 11:00am
Tuesdays at 11:30am
Wednesdays 9:30am - 12:30

Prayers in the time of pandemic (for NHS,
for patients and health workers (on Zoom)
Zoom coffee morning All welcome
Work-Wise in the church hall: offering
support with all aspects of job seeking

Other Notable Dates
Thursday 3 June
Tuesday 8 June
Wednesday 9 June
Wednesday 16 June
Saturday 26 June
Thursday 1 July
Monday 12 July

7pm Elders’ meeting
7:30pm Work-Wise trustees meeting
7-8pm ‘Song of the prophets’ - see page 9
3pm ‘Three Churches Meeting’
3pm-5pm Social and Arts Group tea - see page 10
Elders’ meeting
Magazine deadline
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From your minister:

up a mirror to our human nature, but has also challenged us to do better.
It provided a, heavily coded but nonetheless clear, exhortation not to
accept either a decline in public standards or the ‘cancelling’ of some
people.

Dear friends,
One of the things that’s been good to do through the
long days of confinement to home is to compare notes
on what we watch on TV. Most of us have a range of
things that we watch; something to cheer and soothe
us (lots of people, I know, love The Repair Shop), the
kind of feel-good programmes that we can just sink
into and enjoy (Bake-Off, Say Yes to the Dress, Our
Yorkshire Farm…?), and we all have our guilty
pleasures, no doubt.
And sometimes too there can be television programmes that truly impress
or challenge us, that take us to a world or situation or issue that we
hadn’t really encountered before. Television can open up the world to us
in ways that are truly excellent and wonderful. I remember Stephen Fry
saying how much he values TV and how he can’t understand why some
people are rather snooty about it, in a way we never are about reading
books. TV has become our nation’s public square, particularly for those of
us who haven’t yet quite abandoned terrestrial TV for the internet and
streaming. And it can be a place where we learn and grow and reflect as
much as any other.
And television, as much as any other cultural form, can be a place where
we think about our faith too. A friend of mine, Rachel Muers, who is a
Quaker and a professor of theology (and part of the World Council of
Churches Commission that I chair), recently wrote a fantastic series of
tweets reacting to and interpreting the ending of series six of the
programme Line of Duty. Her comments were then picked up by The
Church Times and turned into an article. She was reflecting on the way
that many people expressed disappointment with the ending, wanting the
kind of resolution that often comes at the end of a crime drama, with the
bad guy put away, all the ends tied and the good people triumphant. But
she was right, I thought, to say that Line of Duty was not that Agatha
Christie warm ending kind of a drama. She says we all need the classic
good ending sometimes, that kind of cathartic comfort that comes from
an entertaining murder mystery, but that Line of Duty was trying to do
something else. It was challenging us to accept that all human beings are
frail and faulty, and there really aren’t perfect saints or totally depraved
sinners, but it was also challenging us to stand up for honesty and
integrity in whatever ways we can. The series, so well written, has held

I really loved Line of Duty for so many reasons: the complexity of the
plotting, the characters we’ve followed over years, the extraordinary
sayings of Superintendent Hastings (‘Jesus, Mary and Joseph and the wee
donkey’ being the best…) But I really appreciated the way it treated
almost all the characters as real human beings and how it showed that
none of us are either all bad or all good, and how easy it is for one small
mistake to escalate into something no-one would have chosen. I thought it
was brilliant in making the criminals in some ways sympathetic and in
showing how victims can so easily become victimisers, how it treated us
all with a kind of deep empathy while also revealing how we all fall and
get caught up in things we wish we hadn’t. I love a satisfying murder
mystery as much as anyone, but I also long for stories and reflections that
show us, as honestly as faith can do, who we really are.
And then I watched that bit at the Brit Awards where Elton John sang with
Olly Alexander – the Pet Shop Boys’ song most famous hit – to great
acclaim. People say that theological words no longer have currency, but
this song is called ‘It’s a sin’. And it’s full of irony and playfulness along
with tragedy and pain. It reveals that wrestling that many have endured
with what they are told is a sin, as well as the search for understanding
that we all make in relation to our lives and the sense of joy that comes
from finding your true path.
It bothers me that so many people seem to assume that theology is a
pretty unsubtle discipline, that it’s built on clear commandments and firm
judgements. I suppose it’s up to us to keep repeating the stories about
Jesus who, I think, refused to let go of playfulness and ambiguity and
wonder. Jesus seems to have been so good at getting people to see in
ways different from the old certainties. Should we stone her or let her go?
Jesus asks a different question. Should we pay our taxes? Jesus says let’s
think about that another way. Who is my neighbour?, someone asks. And
Jesus asks instead what it’s like to have someone be a neighbour to us
when we are down. Why do you keep wondering who is good?, asks Jesus.
Leave that to God.
We all need a bit of good comforting telly. We all need a bit of comfort
from God. We also need the tough grit of challenge that gets us thinking
and changing and being re-made. I hope you find both!
Your minister,
Susan
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Prayers
to be used either at home, or at
Tuesday prayers, or even one Sunday
O God, we welcome the morning;
the light that turns the darkness into day,
the dew that moistens the ground,
the birdsong that breaks the silence,
and the first breaths of a new beginning.
We praise you for creating the world
and for placing us within it.
We thank you for the life of Jesus,
who shows us how to be human in your image.
We reach out for your Holy Spirit,
as we breathe in the air of a new day.
May this time of prayer be a recreation,
as we invite you to make us new,
so that we may rise to life again,
lifted by your presence with us
into a place where we are healed and sustained,
strengthened and empowered,
to be followers of Jesus
and his friends in the world. Amen.
The Lord’s Prayer (the pattern of prayer that Jesus taught us).
Read a verse or passage from the Bible
Spend time with what you have read. Read it two or three times through.
Which words strike you?
What questions do you have about the passage or verse?
What do you want to say to God, having read this passage?

God of love and grace,
thank you for the love you have for us.
Give us grace to receive that love
and to allow it to warm and nourish us.
God of peace and strength,
thank you for the peace you promise us.
Give us courage to let go of violence and hurt
and to welcome the peace that is beyond understanding.
God of faith and of thinking,
thank you for the faith you inspire in us
and the trust of which you are worthy.
Give us thinking and reflecting time
that will deepen faith and strengthen trust.
God of all the glory of creation,
awesome mystery and wonder of all things,
thank you for being so close to us
that we can know your presence and your power.
May our prayers be woven in awe
and experienced as intimacy with you.
God of our lives and of all we know,
we pray especially today for…..
Let all whom we have named,
and those for whom we care,
we protected and blessed,
anointed with love and touched with grace.
These prayers we make,
in the morning of our day,
from the beginnings of faith
and out of trust in you.In Jesus Christ, Amen.
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Revised Common Lectionary
for forthcoming Sundays
6 June
Genesis 3:8-15
Psalm 130
2 Corinthians 4:13—5:1
Mark 3:20-35
27 June
Lamentations 3:22-33
Psalm 30
2 Corinthians 8:7-15
Mark 5:21-43
18 July
Jeremiah 23:1-6
Psalm 23
Ephesians 2:11-22
Mark 6:30-34, 53-56

13 June
Ezekiel 17:22-24
Psalm 92:1-4, 12-15
2 Corinthians 5:6-17
Mark 4:26-34
4 July
Ezekiel 2:1-5
Psalm 123
2 Corinthians 12:2-10
Mark 6:1-13
25 July
2 Kings 4:42-44
Psalm 145:10-18
Ephesians 3:14-21
John 6:1-21

20 June
Job 38:1-11
Psalm 107:1-3, 23-32
2 Corinthians 6:1-13
Mark 4:35-41
11 July
Amos 7:7-15
Psalm 85:8-13
Ephesians 1:3-14
Mark 6:14-29
1 August
Exodus 16:2-4, 9-15
Psalm 78:23-29
Ephesians 4:1-16
John 6:24-35

Church Family News
Lighting up the church at night
You will be glad to know [we will? - ed.] that the Elders are exploring a
way to make the name of the church more visible at night, by
experimenting with some different lights at the external front of the
building. This should not be high cost at all, but will potentially greatly
add to the impact of our new letters after dark. Many people have
commented on the good impact of the new canopy, cross and name, but
we want to add something to the impact after the hours of darkness.
There will be nothing neon or flashy (!), but we hope something warm,
inviting and focused.

Song of the prophets: A Requiem for the Climate
This is a Christian Aid on-line event, 7-8pm on Wednesday 9th June. It will
feature a new piece of orchestral music inspired by a Christian Aid booklet
about climate change and performed by London’s most diverse orchestra
(in St Paul’s Cathedral) and a talk by Christian Aid Chair, Rowan Williams.
Sign up here https://www.christianaid.org.uk/song-prophets-sign

Three Churches Meeting
This will take place on 16th June at 3pm when our Elders and Minister
attend on our behalf to build our friendship and informal covenant with
Temple Methodist Church and St John’s Parish Church.

Daily devotions and Sundays too

Please note that the Minister will be on holiday
from 23rd July to 11th August.

There are still regular posts of worship resources from the URC –
through the Daily Devotions link: https://devotions.urc.org.uk

Sunday coffee/tea

From 10am each Sunday (now well into next year), there is material
to read and follow (including readings, hymns, prayers, a sermon…)
OR you can listen on-line to a recording and join in that way. These
services have been led each week by a different URC minister, with
different voices doing readings and prayers, and with a wonderful
variety of hymns and music.

Many of us are looking forward to the time when we can once again enjoy
refreshments after the Sunday morning service, and we are beginning to
think about how this might be done safely. All ideas will be welcome, as
will some new helpers! Please get in touch with me if you would like to
help or if you have any suggestions.
Pamela Bamber (01460-234041)
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Social and Arts Group
Come and celebrate

Birthday Corner

We hope you will agree that we have greatly enjoyed the six talks given
once a month on zoom. The response indicated that there was more that
each contributor could share. That sounds like the making of another
programme from our gifted congregation!

Saturday 26th June, 3pm -5pm,
Strawberry and Cream Tea in the church garden.
(Socially distancing in church hall if wet)
As we are moving into a more relaxed stage and can venture further from
our homes we are hoping to plan some different activities for the autumn.
First, then, there is nothing better than with a celebratory strawberry and
cream tea in our own church garden on Saturday 26th June at 3pm. Let’s
say until 5pm. We have arranged sun umbrellas for those who like shade
but, if rain is forecasted, then we will be in the hall socially distanced.
We would like as many people to come as possible. If you need a friend to
bring you kindly let us know. They are of course welcome to stay to tea.
We are also planning for a ramp for wheelchairs and those who find
difficulty in stepping onto the grass.
The response to Sunday worship on Zoom and the telephone has been
amazing it would be nice to see you and not just on a screen. You will
receive a letter requesting your response in June.

Here are the people in our wider fellowship whom we know have a
birthday in June or July. So we pray that God will bless…
June
11 Peter Henderson
14 Ann Gerhold
30 Amelia Hather

July
2
3
16
17
21
22

David Holmes
Helen Newman
Viv Henderson
Sarah Grigg
Ruth Whitehead
Bettina Hather

Climate Justice
One of the commitments made by richer countries, such as the UK, signing
up to the Paris Agreement 2015 was to pay poorer nations to help them
adapt to the consequences and reduce their own emissions. But they have
not yet met these obligations. The G7 meeting near St Ives, beginning on
11th June, is an opportunity to remind some of their leader about this.
Christian Aid is one of a number of charities and pressure groups
encouraging us to write to the Prime Minister urging him to take a lead on
on this. You can follow links from www.christianaid.org.uk/get-involved/
campaigns to find a suggested wording.

Sheila Rudofsky & Janet Sowerbutts

Never doubt that a small group of committed citizens can
change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.
Margaret Mead, anthropologist

Melissa Carrington of Extinction Rebellion explains:
These countries need help now. This is not some far-off problem. They
need a major rescue package from this perfect storm of climate change
and COVID-19. The G7 club of the rich are building their own lifeboats for
a flood of their own making. That’s why we are calling this action
‘Drowning in Promises’.
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Freedom

prolonged coma due to a newly coined medical condition called
resignation syndrome, that caught my breath the most. The disorder
causes an impenetrable comatose state but there is no disease to explain
it. Scientists and media called it a “mystery illness.” Nola had been like it
for 18 months, fed by a tube, limp and unresponsive; yet scans showed
her brain to be healthy. It appears in specific geographical locations: until
recently people with this syndrome came exclusively from families seeking
asylum in Sweden.

What has been one of the great driving forces behind civilisation for
thousands of years? In a universe that has seemed often to be hostile in
many ways, I would suggest that one of the main searches of the human
mind, has been to get free from evil, from bondage and the shackles of
lack, want, fear, superstition, uncertainty, pain, disease, poverty, and fear
of the hereafter. And because of this, human systems exist—philosophies,
sciences, educational concepts, collective security, and religions are
formulated to address the fear of humankind relative to the soul. To be
free from such uncertainties and realities.
I have always loved Desmond Tutu’s expression of the African wisdom
tradition of Ubuntu, which says that “a person is only a person in the
context of other persons: my humanity is caught up, is inextricably bound
up, in yours.” Tutu said that “My humanity is bound up in yours for we can
only be human together. We are different precisely in order to realise our
need of one another.” We are bound into a supreme unity, we are tied into
an immutable law of irrevocable cause and effect where something that
happens is as a result of the use of unity. Consequently, we are one even
while we are many, and since each one of us is a part of the whole, if we
seek to destroy each other we only ultimately hurt ourselves. That is the
great lesson of life. Paul sums this up for us in his letter to the people of
Corinth, “For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the
members of the body, though many, are one body, so it is with
Christ. For in one Spirit we were all baptised into one body—Jews or
Greeks, slaves or free—and all were made to drink of one Spirit.”
1 Corinthians 12: 12-13 English Standard Version
These powerful expressions of validation in one
another came home to me again as I recently read the
review of a book called The Sleeping Beauties: And
Other Stories of Mystery Illness by Suzanne O’Sullivan.
The author is a neurologist who is particularly
interested in situations when psychosomatic disorders
affect groups, spreading from person to person like a
social virus. Such a phenomenon is often referred to as
mass hysteria. In this time of pandemic with both the
threat and reality of a virus that can affect health in
many ways, I was drawn to what the author has to say.
O’Sullivan quotes a number of examples, but it was the one concerning a
10 year old child called Nola, one of hundreds who have fallen in to a

So… in the face of being deported, children such as Nola withdraw from
society, become increasingly apathetic and then cease to interact with the
world. The cure for this resignation syndrome is simple: to offer the child
asylum. O’Sullivan maintains that such a syndrome is a language of
distress. She sees it as a social disorder appearing as a medical one.
Doctors, she suggests, can be afraid to look too closely at their patients’
social world, avoiding frank conversations about families, communities,
and circumstances. In Nola’s case her resignation syndrome ceased to be
the product of a worldwide immigration crisis and became a ‘mystery.’
Two years on from first meeting Nola, O’Sullivan recounts how Nola is now
awake, her feeding tube removed and attending school sometimes. But
she still does not speak so there is still more healing and recovery to go.
Her family have been granted permission to stay in Sweden. Her cure did
not come from medical doctors, scientific discovery or patient
psychologists. As O’Sullivan says in a simple yet overwhelming truth… her
cure came by offering her hope in a safe future.
And I would suggest that hope and that safety is freedom.
Clare Callanan

A quote for those for whom shielding is still significant:
Remain in your cell, and your cell will teach you
everything.
Benedict of Nursia
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Thanks from URC Finance Committee

We feared that drastically reduced income would make that impossible
and that, because the need was less visible than the other calls on your
diminished resources, payments to the M&M fund would have stopped first.

To all members and adherents of United Reformed
Churches and our Local Ecumenical Partnerships
It would be fair to describe the year-and-a-bit since March 2020 as having
been “different”, wouldn’t it? Lots of us have experienced loss of loved
ones, loss of income and perhaps jobs. All have experienced periods of
lockdown; periods without ‘non-essential’ shops; and continuous and
extensive disruption to our ‘normal’ social interactions and relationships.
The world we thought we understood and could take for granted has been
utterly transformed. How many of us imagined at the start of 2020 that
we could go months without a haircut or without people not in our
‘bubble’ entering our homes?
As members of United Reformed Church congregations ourselves, we
understand much of what your church community has experienced since
March 2020. The absence of what is now regularly labelled “in-person
worship” for much (or all) of this time has compelled us to turn to other
ways of being church. Buildings in which we used to praise God regularly
have been shut, both to regular worshipers and others who might have
sought solace within their walls during these desperate and troubling
times. It has been hard to maintain close fellowship with people we only
meet over Zoom (or the like) – if we are digitally enabled.
Financially, things have been extremely tough too. Plate offerings have
collapsed; some regular givers have had to reduce or entirely stop giving
to support God’s work; and those churches which hire out their premises
have seen income from that source disappear.
At denominational level, we feared that these financial troubles would
spell disaster for the URC’s Ministry and Mission (‘M&M’) fund through
which the URC has always supported and developed our stipendiary
ministers and Church Related Community Workers. It would have been all
too easy for congregations to forget that for almost 49 years this fund
(under various names) has provided stipends, pension contributions and
training for all ministers throughout the three nations in which the URC
operates: so that ministry reaches where synods judge it to be most
needed and is paid for according to each congregation’s ability to
contribute (though the ways of determining that vary from synod to
synod). It was all very well to remind ourselves that the M&M fund is
meant to be the first call on every congregation’s resources if the
undertaking to financially support our ministers is to be honoured.

We are sorry if we ever doubted you.
It quickly became apparent that, although some congregations had to
reduce their pledged giving to the M&M fund, many more of you were
continuing to meet the 2020 commitments you had made during better
times, despite the struggles that required. At the start of that year we
had been expecting churches and synods to contribute around £18.5
million to the fund. By the year end, all but half-a-million pounds of that
had been received. Since Church House staff and committees managed to
reduce their budgeted expenditure by almost £1 million, your money
enabled us to meet the full costs of our Ministries, Education & Learning,
Children’s and Youth Work and Mission departments in 2020 as well as
covering amounts spent on safeguarding, denominational governance and
communications.
What is perhaps even more amazing is that, collectively, you have pledged
to give £17.3 million during 2021 despite the financial problems caused by
the pandemic being fully apparent well before your offers for this year
were made.
We are always grateful for the financial support given each year to the
M&M fund by all of you; but this past year has been phenomenal.
Thank you to those of you who have been able to maintain or increase
financial support for your church congregation through this difficult time.
That has enabled those responsible for your congregation’s finances to
keep more money flowing to the M&M fund than we expected.
Thank you for all your previous financial support to those of you who,
after prayerful consideration, have had to reduce or stop giving in
response to your changed financial circumstances.
Thank you for the pledges your congregation has made about contributing
to the M&M fund during 2021 even though you were by then aware of the
impact the pandemic was having on your local congregation’s finances.
Thank you in anticipation for what you agree to offer to the M&M fund
during 2022 to enable the denomination to deliver ministry, education and
learning, children’s work and mission activity on God’s (and your) behalf.
We are aware that synods have played a significant part in encouraging
and supporting many congregations with their contributions to the M&M fund.
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We have separately written to Synod Treasurers to express our thanks to
them and their colleagues too.

Freedom or the lack of it

Of course, our giving for God’s work is in response to the amazing
generosity and love of God which we see in Jesus. Nonetheless, it is
important for us to thank every one of you for what you do for God, your
congregation and its and our denominational finances.
Thank you!
If you have any questions or comments arising from this letter, please
speak to your church treasurer who has been provided with more detailed
information. If they are not able to help directly then they can get in
touch with the finance team at Church House.
Yours in Christ,
Ian Hardie (Treasurer) and John Piper (Deputy Treasurer)
On behalf of the whole United Reformed Church Finance Committee

Caveat emptor
After researching the best options for an item I recently wanted,
I inevitably found that it was available on Amazon. I now try very hard not
to buy anything from Amazon, and certainly not books when we have an
excellent local independent bookseller, because I do not want to patronise
organisations which treat their workers so badly. There have been several
news stories about this in this country and in the United States. Recent
Amazon advertising in which their workers state the opposite only make
me suspicious.
The only other outlets for my desired product were on eBay. I chose a UKbased seller with a good record and placed the order, paying 30% more for
the cost of principles. The mask arrived promptly… in a pristine Amazon
envelope. The seller was quick to encourage me to offer feedback, to
bolster his online reputation, so I asked about the packaging. He replied,
telling me that the pandemic had forced the closure of his repository and
so he is using an Amazon ‘fulfilment centre’ (ie. warehouse) which so
many employees have found unfulfilling.
Next time I order something on eBay, I will ask about their setup first.
Peter Henderson

When thinking about freedom (or the lack of it) various famous quotes
spring to mind. There’s “Freedom is the freedom to say that two plus two
make four. If that is granted, all else follows.” Or “Your right to swing
your arms ends where my nose begins” or variations thereof. Both of
these are very relevant to what is happening today.
Campaigners for people who identify as the opposite sex have been
extremely successful at enforcing their choice socially and legally. But, for
women, especially, this has been devastating. Redefined as a privileged
subset of our own sex, women’s rights are no longer a concern and women
who object to our spaces being invaded by men are cast as bigots.
Perhaps one of the grimmest outcomes of this has been to allow male
prisoners who say they are women, to be transferred to women’s prisons
even if they are rapists. Karen White, a (male) paedophile and rapist who
transferred to a women’s prison and raped women while there has been
convicted, but there are many more reports of women living in terror in
prison with male sexual predators who claim to be women.
Men and women have lost their jobs , not just for criticising gender
ideology, but even for stating biological facts. Maya Forstater, a tax
consultant who lost her job for saying that men cannot transition to
become women was told her views “were not worthy of respect in a
democratic society.” She is appealing.
Rape victims have been compelled to use female pronouns for their rapist
if that is his demand (see https://bit.ly/3bwkhIX) as have women
attacked by men, as happened to Maria MacLachlan. Abused women have
been turned away from women’s shelters if they will not or cannot share
with men identifying as women. Young lesbians are told that they must
consider men as sexual partners if those men identify as women (look up
“cotton ceiling”). Women’s sports are now open to men who identify as
women. Even rugby. Even kickboxing.
There are many more examples but they are beyond the scope of this
article. Freedom, power and pleasure for some, lack of basic human rights
for others. Terrorism for others. It is not unkind to speak the truth. It is
necessary to protect the vulnerable. It is beyond unkind to ignore women
as a group, as though we don’t exist. It is dehumanising.
Maralyn Bickham
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From the wider church

This is what the Lord Almighty said:
‘Administer true justice; show mercy
and compassion to one another.’

GOOD NEWS For Everyone !

Zechariah 7:9

Taunton Branch of Good News for Everyone (formerly Gideons UK) are
looking to recruit new members for our local area. This covers from
Wellington in the west to Burnham on Sea in the east.

Helping people make a fresh start after prison
across CORNWALL, DEVON & WEST SOMERSET

The main parts of our work in this area takes in distributing Bibles and
New Testaments to senior schools Year 7 pupils, hospitals, hotels and
B&B’s, and elderly folks homes, and sharing with local churches about the
work we do.
If you feel you would like to become involved with us in distributing God’s
word, please either ring or email me, and I will be happy to answer any
questions you may have.
If those of you who are leaders, can think of anyone in your Church who
you may feel would be suitably gifted for this work, could you mention
this to them.
Kind Regards

!

Holistic support for men and women before and after release from
prison

!

Help to overcome the challenges they face to make a fresh start and
build a positive future for themselves

!

Based on principles of hope, compassion, forgiveness and the
possibility of change and renewal for all, regardless of the past

!

All are valued and accepted whether they share our faith, have a
different faith or none at all

John Salter (on behalf of Good News for Everyone, Taunton Branch)

How$can$you$help?

Tel 01823 669043. Email salters@talktalk.net.

PRAY
For our clients, trustees, staff and volunteers. Prayer is central to all we
do. Become a prayer partner and share in the work of transforming lives.
Contact us to sign up for our prayer and newsletters, to keep you
informed.

South West Community Chaplaincy
A new entry in the ecumenical Tell the Church e-newsletter is this request
for support from South West Community Chaplaincy (opposite). They are
based in Exeter and their aim is to break the cycle of reoffending.
The most recent case study on their website tells of a prisoner, Shaun, who
had become estranged from his daughters; his Christmas gifts to them had
been returned. Shaun had shared his pain about this with his chaplaincy
mentor who encouraged him, upon release, to hope and focus on building
his life. He saved up funds for a lawyer to fight his case to see his daughters
again. Ultimately, Shaun contacted his mentor to tell her that his elder had
reconnected with him, told him her own difficult story, and wanted to live
with him.

GIVE
By becoming a regular financial support or giving us a one-off gift. Just £5
helps to facilitate a mentoring session with a client. See our website for
more details of how to support us.
VOLUNTEER
We rely on a network of Volunteer Mentors across the region to walk with
our clients. You don’t need to be an expert! Training and support is
given. Get in touch to find out more.

www.southwestcc.org.uk
T: 01392 284285
E: enquiries@southwestcc.org.uk
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Freedom in the Spirit

I can experience. Except of course through Tennyson’s powerful words and
construction. There is a feeling of freedom in that perch, in that view, in
that scale of rock and sea. Eagles traditionally are birds representing
freedom and bravery. Tennyson’s eagle is in a real place of power, high
above and able to watch all that is around him. As soon as he is ready to,
and not a moment sooner, he dives. The transition from the second to the
third line in the second stanza is powerful; the dive is pre-planned on the
eagle’s part… but it comes as a shock for the reader I would suggest. The
eagle dives, precise and focussed, using his body and freedom and the air.

Why is that some poems just stay with us years and years later? Was it the
way they were taught years ago? Was it the demand that we learn hugs
chunks of poetry and prose for our exams? Or was it simply because some
poems and prose just stay with us because they speak to us at a time
when we needed to hear it?
As a teenager growing up in the New Forest, I realise I had a lot of
freedom. I roamed the heathered moorland and forest enclosures on the
back of a pony, I stayed up late helping with the farm next day to bring in
the hay before it rained, I was surrounded by the wonder and rawness of
creation in many ways. Many hours were also spent lying on my bed
reading and reading books of all kinds. I suppose it was part of this
exposure to creation and part of my teenage angst that responded to
Tennyson’s poem The Eagle. It was also very short so that helped when it
came to remembering and reciting it:
He clasps the crag with crooked hands;
Close to the sun in lonely lands,
Ring'd with the azure world, he stands.
The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;
He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls.
Six short lines in which Tennyson crams in alliteration, caesura,
and personification. The alliteration sings out when words are used in
succession, or at least appear close together, beginning with the same
letter; clasps, crag, crooked, close… Caesura is the technique that
involves splitting a line of verse in order to shift the emphasis; t he last
line of the first stanza, with the comma falling after “world” is an
example. We have to reset our emphasis on the last two words.
Personification occurs when a poet imbues a non-human creature or
object with human characteristics. In this case, the eagle is described as
having “hands”. It is also referred to as “he” rather than “it,” therefore
increasing its agency and individuality. The rhyme pattern is simple AAA,
BBB.
Yet what power and solitude and freedom speaks from this poem; from
where he is perched, with his “crooked hands” gripping the rocks, he can
survey the whole “azure world” around and below him. For me there is
something transcendent about this opening scene… it is beyond that which

There are over two dozen references to eagles in the Bible; my favourite
is Isaiah 40:31
“But those who wait on the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall
mount up with wings like eagles, they shall run and not be weary, they
shall walk and not faint.”
There are many ways that we can identify with these scriptures and for
me it is something to do with how eagles fly… or rather not fly! To fly a
distance as opposed to a dive, they have to know how to catch the
thermals in the air so that they can soar to get to where they want to go.
This can involve a long wait. For me this says something about our faith
and belief in God relying on the Holy Spirit to carry us and direct us and
soar with us to where God wants us to be. Just like the eagle has to learn
how to catch the wind thermal in order to survive in this world, we have
to learn how to be led by the Holy Spirit and trust in this process on a
regular basis so we can fully flourish and be alive for God to work in us.
And I would suggest that belief and trust is freedom.
Clare Callanan

MAGAZINE DEADLINE
Contributions for the August 2021 magazine should be with the Editor
Peter Henderson - 14 Somerset Avenue, Taunton, TA1 5HU
Telephone: 01823 254668 - e-mail: tauntonurc.mag@gmail.com
by MONDAY 12th JULY 2021 (or earlier) please.
The theme is: aspects of life that are a special gift
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Helping United Reformed Churches
work for a fairer world and for
peace with justice, recognising
that change and response starts
with each one of us.
Envelopes for your donations and
Information Leaflets are available
in the Dora Cox Room. Please feel
free to put in what you can, when
you can, no amount is too small.
Revd Dr Kevin Snyman - Commitment for Life Programme Officer,
Suzanne Pearson - Commitment for Life Administrative Assistant

Moving Stories
News from our Partners around the World
We begin with a notice published in all area stories this month.

Our best chance of ending this pandemic
is to ensure that everyone, everywhere
has access to COVID-19 vaccines, tests
and treatments. But pharmaceutical
monopolies and patents threaten
everyone as no-one is safe until everyone
is safe.
People from around the world are calling
for a #PeoplesVaccine – freely available to
everyone, everywhere. Learn more here
https://peoplesvaccine.org

Central America
In Jinotega, 200 coffee farmers
have begun, through the support of
Soppexcca, to grow cocoa. The
project is being supported by
Commitment for Life through
Christian Aid, and has been running
for five years.
At first, the farmers’ attempts to
use seeds for growing the cocoa
failed. But now farmers source
‘grafted’ plants. Soppexcca offers
one-to-one training for the farmers
on how to grow and harvest cocoa:
tools, pruning, harvest, fertilisers
and the use of saplings to
eventually offer shade for the
coffee and cocoa plants.
The
Soppexcca technicians also teach
about food security (how to grow
food) and good environmental
practices.
Technicians like Lilliam also go into
schools. They help set up school
vegetable gardens and teach about
climate change. They introduce
practices to help protect against
changing weather patterns.
Examples include the planting of
trees for shade, and green barriers
(hedges) planted along steep banks
to prevent the heavy rains washing
away the soil’s nutrients. They also
promote the use of natural
fertilisers instead of harsh
chemicals.

Photo by Esme Allen: Lilliam, a
Soppexcca technician, teaching a
class about climate change in Santa
Rosa school.
In addition, Lilliam offers
workshops to promote gender
equality and educate men about
domestic violence. They present a
report to the cooperative which is
then sent to Soppexcca HQ every
three months. They are the bridge
between farmers, the cooperative
and the technicians and
Soppexcca.
It is important to state that forest/
jungle cannot be cleared to make
way for new cocoa plantations.
Commitment for Life is grateful to
the skilled and dedicated workers
like Lilliam.

more overleaf
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News from Bangladesh
AN UPHILL STRUGGLE
During the monsoon season in the
Rohingya Camp of Jamtoli, 80
Abdul Jabbar struggles to climb the
hills to meet up with family. He has
slipped many times and hurt his
back.

Soon, Christian Aid had constructed
se ve n t e e n ba mboo pa t h wa ys
throughout the camp. It is an
inspired project, because not only
does it help people navigate the
steep hills, it also counteracts the
r i s k o f l a n d s l i d e s . We a t
Commitment for Life love hearing
stories like Abdul’s!

MEET THE COUNTRY TEAM
TAFADZA MUROPA
Social and Economic Justice Lead

peacebuilding. She has worked
with local and international
organisations in Eastern and
Southern Africa for over 16 years.

Image: Christian Aid

Tafadzwa has a BA Degree in
Economic History and Philosophy
with University of Zimbabwe, has
received post graduate short
course training in public policy,
human rights, gender equality,
project management and
macroeconomic policy with local,
regional and international
institutions. She is currently
completing her dissertation in a
Master’s in Public Policy and
Governance with Africa University,
Zimbabwe.

Now, Abdul can visit his two
children and grandchildren, all of
whom live downhill from where his
shelter sits.

Abdul spoke to the local Majhi, and
together they contacted Christian
Adi’s Site Management Office for a
solution. The office ran a survey
and found thirty elderly people
living in the same block at Abdul.
A solution had to be found!

Tafadzwa leads the Social and
Economic Justice Thematic Unit.
She plays a leading role in
mainstreaming gender in
Zimbabwe as well as fundraising
and implementing projects in
gender equality, transparency and
accountability, human rights and
Download and read more stories
here https://bit.ly/33u1I3X

Pictures: Christian Aid

Zimbabwe
Commitment for Life works in
partnership with Christian Aid in
Zimbabwe. Our programmes put
people at the centre. Faith is
crucial to our programmes, along
with that values of openness and

Without people like Tafadza,
Commitment for Life could not
begin to be effective in our work
for justice in Zimbabwe. We are
grateful to her and the rest of the
team!

sharing. We are committed to
amplifying the voices of the
poorest people. Our work focuses
on Matabeleland, and is also linked
to action at a national level.

A real Christian is one who can give his pet parrot
to the town gossip.
Billy Graham
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The People vs Climate Change

I had followed some of the earlier sessions of the Climate Assembly, which
had been available to view live online, and had been impressed with the
efforts taken to inform members while leaving them free to make up their
own minds. This programme reinforced my admiration for the project for
a number of reasons:

The People Vs Climate Change is a BBC programme sadly only available via
iPlayer. If you can get it, and have not already seen it, I recommend that
you watch this. It is an hour which may warm your heart.
The programme documents the work of the Climate Assembly UK and
follows a few of the people who were involved in this. One of the largest
examples of a citizens’ assembly to date, rather like those organised by
Citizens UK, the Climate Assembly was commissioned by no fewer than six
House of Commons select committees. Its remit was to consider how the
UK can meet the Government’s legally binding target to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions to net zero by 2050.
The assembly comprised 108 members invited as a result of careful
process to recruit a sample of the British population which was
representative of, not only age, gender and other demographic factors,
but also attitudes to climate change; so there were people who were
sceptical that any action is required through to those who, like me, are
convinced that it is urgent.
The assembly took place over six
weekends, beginning in January
2020 at a conference centre as
intended though the final three needed to be online. At these gatherings
there were sessions at which experts in their field looked at the climate
crisis from different perspectives in as neutral and accessible way as they
could, followed by question and answer sessions where members could ask
whatever they wished and check their understanding. There were then
small group discussions resulting in the feedback from these ‘ordinary’
people on matters of policy.
The final gathering drew up recommendations to the government, and
assembly thinking was then compiled in a report, The path to net zero,
which was presented to parliament by assembly members themselves. In
line with the Assembly’s commitment to transparency, the report details
the extent to which each recommendation was supported by its members.
Speaking about the publication of the report in the House of Commons,
Barry Gardiner MP listed several previous reports to parliament and said,
“Do we really need another report? Yes, we do. All of those reports… are
politicians telling the public what needs to be done. This report… is the
public telling the politicians what needs to be done. And about time too.”

• It seemed to be a particularly good example of a citizens’ assembly.
• It showed that serious efforts to help people make informed decisions
pay off (and I would say are essential to a properly functioning
democracy).
• While the assembly outcomes are no more than advisory, it made a
useful contribution to the democratic process; though I noticed some
on social media arguing that it was not democratic because their views
were not adequately expressed.
I encourage you to learn more about the Climate Assembly. Have a look at
the the BBC programme on iPlayer; it is available for another 10 months.
If you want to know more, most of your questions will be answered on the
comprehensive Climate Assembly UK website at www.climateassembly.uk.
This includes the detail of all the sessions: there are videos, transcripts
and PowerPoint presentations used by speakers. A sample of the ethos of
the assembly can be experienced by looking at the opening session of
Weekend 2, a talk about how to consider evidence that has a value far, far
beyond this event (not least in church meetings).
You will have gathered that I am enthusiastic about the assembly. This is
for a number of reasons. I think we have a climate emergency and that
the cost of doing little will outweigh the cost of addressing it robustly.
I think we desperately need good examples of doing politics well, and this
is one. Most of all, I applaud good education, which was at the heart of
this assembly. ‘Education’ literally meaning what leads you out. There is
something profound in Jesus’ saying, “the truth will set you free” (John
8:32) and this assembly has enabled some of its members, at least, to be
their best selves.
Peter Henderson

See notes about work by Christian Aid relating to climate change on pages
9 and 11.
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OFFICE HOLDERS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF
TAUNTON UNITED REFORMED CHURCH
Car-Park ................................................................................. Eryl Harris
Christian Aid .................................................................... Maralyn Bickham
Church Cleaning Supervision ......................................................................
Church Heating ........................................... Church Administrator (see page 1)
Church Secretary.................................................. Sue Ingham (07818 637155)
Commitment for Life Contact ...................................................... Sue Ingham
FINANCE - Treasurer ................................................................... Eryl Harris
FINANCE - Covenant Collections .................................................. Paula Powell
Flowers ............................................................. Pam Elliott, Sheila Woolvin
Keys ..................................................................................................
Letting Secretary ........................................ Church Administrator (see page 1)
Magazine Distributor ............................................ Dawn Wright (01823 331800)
Magazine Editor ............................................. Peter Henderson (01823 254668)
Prayer Handbook ....................................................................................
Property ............................................................................... Stuart Trott
Pulpit Supply .............................................. Church Administrator (see page 1)
Reform Magazine ................................................................ Pamela Bamber
Social and Arts Group ............... Janet Sowerbutts, Sheila Rudofsky (01823 617411)
Sound .................................................................................. Paul Cottrill
Sunday Coffee Organiser ....................................................... Pamela Bamber
Sunday News-Sheet ......................... the Minister or, if away, the Church Secretary
Synod Representative ............................................................... Sue Ingham
World Day of Prayer ........................................................... Maralyn Bickham

SERVING ELDERS
Sue Ingham
Secretary
07818 637155

Meg Cardy
01823 443245

Stuart Trott
01823 281551

DUTY ELDERS ROTA for JUNE and JULY
6 June
13 June
20 June
27 June
4 July
11 July
18 July
25 July

Meg Cardy
Sue Ingham
Stuart Trott
Eryl Harris
Meg Cardy
Sue Ingham
Stuart Trott
Eryl Harris

Taunton United Reformed Church
Vision Statement

For the sake of the Gospel, we will be:
✦

a church that welcomes, whoever you are

✦

a church that cares and responds with action

✦

a church that works with others and plays its part
in the community

✦

a church that knows and shares the love of God

✦

a church that is growing in faith and knowledge
of God

✦

a church full of hope and joy

